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PREFACE

This experiment work has been conducted at the National

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute in Linkoping

where I was employed previously. The evaluation of the test

results as well as the writing of the report has been made at

Dynapac Maskin AB in Karlskrona. I am greatly indebted to all

those who made it possible for me to carry out this investigation.

I would especially like to mention Bengt-Ake Hultquist (M.Sc.,

Civ.Eng.) and Anders Urbom (B.Sc.) plus all the other research

engineers at the institute for their assistance in setting up

the equipment and in helping me with the measurements.

by Anders Bjorklund, M.Sc., Civ. Eng.

Dynapac Maskin AB
Box 50h

8-371 23 KARLSKRONA

Sweden
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Nya lager pa krypningsbenagna belaggningar. Nagra studier

med hjalp av balkar utsatta for en temperaturvag och be

lastade under plant deformationstillstand.

by Anders Bjorklund, M.Sc., Civ. Eng.

Dynapac Maskin AB

Box 50h
8-371 23 KARLSKRONA

Sweden

REFERAT

Ett av Skalen till underhall av asfaltbelaggningar ar riskabla

sparbildningar. Om de ar att hanfora till otillracklig motstands-

formaga mot kvarstaende deformationer kan lamplig underhalls-

metod vara oviss. I denna rapport utvarderas fem olika under

hallsatgarder. Dessa har utforts pa en instabil del av E-h vid

Granna.

Ett belastningsprov i laboratoriet under plant deformations-

tillstand beskrivs. Det sker under inflytande av en temperatur-

variation som paminner om vad som kan forvantas i en vag under

ett sommardygn. Balkar som tagits i en tvarsektion av varje

provyta har belastats i laboratoriet.

En omfattande del agnas det berattigade i att belasta under

plant deformationstillstand. Jamforelser gore med den kvar-

staende sparbildning som orsakas av en rorlig, rotationssymme

trisk belastning. Materialet antas vara homogent och isotropt

och att besitta linjart viskoelastiska egenskaper vid volym-

forandring lika val som vid skjuvning. Analysen visar att vissa

tidsberoende belastningar under plant deformationstillstand

framkallar samma resultat. En av dessa bor vara tillampbar i

praktiken. Resultaten med de i verkligheten anvanda belastnings-

betingelserna diskuteras.
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Creep induced behaviour of resurfaced pavements. Some studies

with the aid of beams subjected to a temperature wave and loaded

under plane strain conditions.

by Anders Bjorklund, M.Sc., Civ. Eng.

Dynapac Maskin AB

Box 50h
8-371 23 KARLSKRONA

Sweden

ABSTRACT

One of the reasons for maintenance of aSphalt pavements is

hazardous rut formations. If the ruts are attributed to in-

sufficient resistance to permanent deformations the prOper

maintenance procedure may be unclear. In this paper the effect

of five different maintenance activities are evaluated. These

have been performed on an unstable part of E-h at Granna on

the east side of the lake Vattern.

A loading test in the laboratory under plane strain condition

is described. It operates under the influence of a temperature

variation which is similar to what is expected in the road

during a summerday. Beams taken in the cross section of each test

surface have been loaded in the laboratory.

A comprehensive part is devoted to the justification of the

loading under plane strain conditions. Comparisons are made

with the permanent deformation caused by a rotational symmetric

moving load. The material is assumed to be homogeneous and iso

tropic and to possess linear viscoelastic properties in dilata-

tion as well as in shear. The analysis reveals that certain

time dependent loadings under plane strain conditions produce

the same result. One of these ought to be applicable in practice.

The results with the used loading conditions in the laboratory

are discussed.
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Nya lager pa krypningsbenagna belaggningar. Nagra studier
med hjalp av balkar utsatta for en temperaturvag och be

lastade under plant deformationstillstand.

by Anders Bjorklund, M.Sc., Civ. Eng.

Dynapac Maskin AB

Box 50h
8 371 23 KARLSKRONA

Sweden

SAMMANFATTNING

Ett av skalen till underhall av asfaltbelaggningar ar risk-

fyllda sparbildningar. Om de har uppstatt som en foljd av

slitage orsakat av dubbdack beror den insatta atgarden endast

det oversta lagret. Om, emellertid sparen ar att hanfora till

otillracklig motstandsformaga mot kvarstaende deformationer

kan den lampliga underhallsmetoden te Sig mera oklar. Beroende

pa var i konstruktionen deformationerna sker kan olika tekniska

losningar komma i fraga vilka emellertid kan skilja Sig avsevart

i prishanSeende.

Problemet att lokalisera instabila partier i asfaltbelaggningar

ar ibland lattlost fastan det finns undantag. Dessa tycks vara

forknippade med narvaron av fina (tunna), mer eller mindre mjuka

eller feta asfaltbelaggningar ev. atskilda fran varandra av en

varierande kvalitet pa utford klistring. Osakerheten betraffande

det verkliga utseendet hos upptradande pakanningar pa olika djup,

orsakade av mer eller mindre tunga fordon som framforts med

olika hastighet gor konventionella testresultat svartolkade.

Detta galler inte bara det enkla och vitt utbredda Marshall

stabilitetskriteriet utan till och med resultat fran mer sofi

stikerade laboratoriemetoder.

I foreliggande rapport utvarderas effekten av fem olika under

hallsmetoder. De har utforts pa en instabil del av E h vid

Granna. Instabiliteten har har tidigare pavisats i ett mellan

liggande mjukt, bindemedelsrikt och fint lager av asfaltbetong

belaget under ett fyra cm tjockt alitlager. Detta bestar av en
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hard, tat asfaltbetong med en maximal stenstorlek pa 16 mm.

Hardheten pa bindemedlet ar pen. 80/100 och innehallet 6.1

viktSprocent. Det anvanda stenmaterialet ar till overvagande

del av krossat urSprung.

De tillampade underhallsmetoderna var:

A. Bortfrasning av slitlagret och det instabila mellanliggande

skiktet eller ner till ettidjup av sju cm. Ersattning skedde

med 80 kg/m2 av en oppen, hard asfaltbetong med en maximal

stenstorlek pa 12 mm (HAB 120). Foljd av en tat, hard

asfaltbetong (HAB 12T) som Slitlager.

B. Palaggning av ett nytt slitlager bestaende av 100 kg/m2 av

en hard, tat asfaltbetong med en maximal stenstorlek pa 16 mm

(100 HAB 16T).

C. Bortfrasning av upphojningarna i slitlagret 3a att en jamn

yta skulle uppsta.

D. Utjamning av sparen med gjutasfalt som darefter forsetts med

5a kallad bitumeniserad chippingsten (BCS) av fraktionen

12 16 mm.

E. Belaggning av ytan med ett justeringslager bestaende av ca

hS kg/m2 av en tat, mjuk asfaltbetong med en maximal sten

storlek pa ca 12 mm.

Atgarderna genomfordes under perioden 15-17 juni 1981. Det bor

noteras att nagon helt igenom jamn yta aldrig astadkoms med

metod C. Dessutom blev gjutasfalten i sparen tjockare an avsett

beroende pa att hela korfaltsbredden belades. En utvardering ar

gjord i borjan av juli 1983 med hjalp av en enkel ratskiva. Det

minsta spardjupet, O.5~2 mm, har intraffat pa yta A, foljd av

B och E vilka uppvisar Spardjup kring 2 3 mm. C tycks vara i

ett samre tillstand och spar pa 3 8 mm har uppmatts. Ett dubbel-

spar ar har klart skonjbart. Vardena kan dock vara for hoga
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eftersom det ar osakert om ytan fran borjan var tillrackligt

jamn. De tydligaste sparen har uppstatt pa provyta D. De ar

5-7 mm djupa och dubbelsparen framtrader klart.

Effektiviteten av underhallsmetoderna med hansyn till nyupp

tradande sparbildning har ocksa undersokts i laboratoriet.

Metoden som anvands, vilken ar beskriven i rapporten, omfattar

belastning av balkar under plant deformationstillstand. Balkarna

ar aven utsatta for en temperaturvag som bor paminna om den

verkliga. Balkarna har, i detta fall, utsagats ifran de olika

provytorna. Denna teknik har tidigare anvands med framgang for

att pavisa det instabila mellanliggande skiktet pa just Ehzan.

Bakgrunden till metodens framvaxt ar observationer att en

asfaltbelaggning ofta tycks deformeras enbart i sidled.

For att verifiera detta teoretiskt har effekten av en rotations-

symmetrisk belastning, framford med konstant hastighet over en

halvrymd, beraknats. Denna har antagits vara homOgen och iso-

trop och besitta linjart viskoelastiska egenskaper vid volym-

saval som vid formforandring. Genom anvandandet av fourier-

transformer har den kvarstaende deformationen i trafikens

riktning befunnits vara noll. Pa ett likartat satt har en analys

for motsvarande halvplan under plant deformationstillstand

genomforts. Under antagandet av oforandrat upptradande hos

materialet, har vissa tidsberoende belastningar omnamnts vilka

framkallar samma sparbildning som en rorlig rotationssymmetrisk

belastning. En av dessa bor ocksé vara tillampbar i laboratoriet.

Uverensstammelsen kan utstrackas till att galla flerskiktade

linjart viskoelastiska konstruktioner.

De anvanda belastningsbetingelserna i laboratoriet visas

emellertid framkalla permanenta deformationer vilkas fordelning

nagot avviker franden rorliga belastningens. Forsoken i labora

toriet har trots detta givit en rangordning som, i stort
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stémmer med den pa Végen erhéllna. De absoluta Vérdena kan dock

visas svara mot en énnu légre tids traffikering.

Slutligen diskuteras en del resultat som erhéllits med en finit

elementmetod anpassad till linjért elastiska férhéllanden.
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Creep induced behaviour of resurfaced pavements. Some studies

with the aid of beams subjected to a temperature wave and loaded
under plane strain conditions.

by Anders Bjorklund, M.Sc., Civ. Eng.
Dynapac Maskin AB

Box 50h
8-371 23 KARLSKRONA

Sweden

SUMMARY

One of the reasons for maintenance of asphalt pavements is

hazardous rut formations. If they have arisen as a consequence

of wear or abrasion caused by studded tires the remedial action

concerns only the tOp layer. If, however, the ruts are attri

buted to insufficient resistance to permanent deformations the

proper maintenance procedure may be less obvious. Depending on

where in the constructions the deformations take place different

technical solutions may be found apprOpriate which however could

differ considerably in price.

The problem of locating unstable portions of asphalt pavements

is sometimes easily solved although there are exceptions. These

appear to be related to the presence of fine (thin), soft or

rich asphalt concretes possibly separated from each another by

a varying quality of performed tack coating. The uncertainty as

regards the actual appearance of stresses and strains at various

depths developed by heavy or fast vehicles makes conventional

test result values hard to interpret. This not only concerns

the simple and widely used Marshall stability criteria but even

results from more sophisticated laboratory methods.

In the present paper the effect of five different maintenance

activities are evaluated. These have been performed on an

unstable part of E-h at Granna on the east side of the lake

Vattern. The instability has here previously been found in an

intermediate soft, rich and fine layer of aSphalt concrete situ

ated under a four cm thick wearing course. This consists of a
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hard, dense aSphalt concrete with a maximum particle size of

16 mm. The hardness of the bitumen is pen 80/100 and the content

is 6.1 percent by weight of total mass. The major part of the

aggregate used is of crushed origin.

The maintenace operations utilized were:

A. Cutting away the wearing course and the unstable intermediate

layer or down to a depth of seven cm. A replacement was made

with 80 kg/m2 of an Open graded, hard aSphalt concrete with

a maximum particle size of 12 mm (HAB 120) followed by a

dense graded, hard aSphalt concrete (HAB 12T) as a wearing

course .

B. A new wearing course consisting of 100 kg/m2 of a hard, dense

graded asphalt concrete with a maximum particle size of 16 mm

(100 HAB 1hr).

0. Cutting away the parts of the wearing course between the ruts

so that an (fairly) even surface was created.

D. Filling of the ruts with a mastic (ger. Gussasphalt) with

precoated chippings 12 16 mm.

E. Furnishing the surface with a regulating course consisting

of around MS kg/m2 of a dense, soft asphalt concrete with

a maximum particle size of 12 mm.

The repair was carried out during the period June 15 17, 1981.

It should be noted that no completely even surface was ever

created with method 0. Besides the mastic in method D became

thicker than intended. Due to that the whole lane was paved. An

evaluation was made in early July 1983 by the aid of a simple

straight edge. The least degree of rutting, 0.5 2 mm, has

occurred on surface A followed by B and E which show deforma-

tions of about 2 3 mm. 0 seems to be in a worse condition and

rut depths of 3-8 mm have been measured. A twin rut is here
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clearly discernible. The values may however be too high consider

ing the uncertainty as regards the initial degree of eveness

on this surface. The most obvious ruts have appeared on surface

D. The permanent deformations are here 5 8 mm and the twin ruts

are clearly observable.

The effectiveness of the maintenance procedures with regard to

new permanent deformations have also been evaluated in the

laboratory. The method used, which is described in the report,

involves loading of beams under plane strain conditions. The

beams are also affected by a temperature wave which simulates

the actual ambient temperature. The beams have, in this case,

been sawn out from the different surfacings. This technique was

previously used succesfully in locating the unstable intermediate

courses on E-h. The background to the use of the method are

observations that an asphalt pavement often seems to deform

only laterally.

In order to verify this theoretically the effect of a moving

rotational symmetric load on a half space has been considered.

This has been assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic and to

possess linearly viscoelastic properties in dilatation as well

as in shear. By the use of Fourier transforms the permanent

deformation in the direction of the traffic has been shown to

be zero. Similarly, an analysis for the corresponding half plane

under plane strain conditions has been conducted. With the assump

tions of unchanged behaviour of the material certain time de-

pendent loadings have been mentioned which produce the same per

manent deformation as a moving rotational symmetric load. One of

these ought to be applicable in practice. The agreement can be

extended to be valid for multilayered constructions. The employ

ed loading conditions in the laboratory however, is shown to

develop permanent deformations the distribution of which de

viate somewhat from reality.

The tests in the laboratory have in Spite of this resulted in a

ranking order which largely is correct. The magnitude of the

deformations can however be shown to correspond to a still
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longer time of traffic.

Finally some results produced by a finite element method adjusted

to linear elasticity are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Even if so called instability of bitumen bound materials may

occur in the wearing course alone it most often occurs in inter-

mediate layers. This has for instance taken place at E h at

Granna (1).

In order to find an appropriate maintenance procedure at Granna

a number of test sections were performed for future evaluation

with respect to instability as well as abrasion caused by studded

tyres. Particularly interesting cases arose when the old wearing

course was provided with additional layers. The methods

used were:

Section A: Cutting away the wearing course (80 kg/és of a dense,

hard asphalt concrete with a maximum particle size of 16 mm and

the unstable intermediate layer(s) or down to a depth of 7 cm.

The replacement was made with 80 kg/m2 of an Open graded, hard

asphalt concrete with amaximum particle size of 12 mm (HAB 12C)

followed by a dense graded, hard asphalt concrete with 12 mm

maximum particle size (HAB 12T) as a wearing course.

Section B: A new wearing course consisting of 100 kg/m2 of a

hard, dense graded asphalt concrete with a maximum particle

size of 16 mm (100 HAB 16T).

Section C: Cutting away the parts of the wearing course between

the ruts so that an even surface was created.

Section D: Filling of the ruts with Guss-asphalt with precoated

chippings.

Section E: Filling of the ruts with around MS kg/m2 of a dense,

soft asphalt concrete with a maximum particle size of 12 mm.
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The surfacings were performed during the period June 15-17, 1981

and will be monitored until 1985. The permanent deformation was

checked by Optical profile measurements in each cross section.

This technique can be considered as unestablished although pro

mising results have been obtained during the last few years.

The measurements are to be made before and after a summer season.

In this report, however, an evaluation of the permanent defor

mation was made in July 1983 with the aid of a straight edge.

In the laboratory the tendency to plastic deformation was exa

mined by use of a loading test in the laboratory on beams which

had been taken from each cross section in and between the wheel-

tracs. This method had previously been used successfully to find

the unstable portion of the old pavement before any maintenance

work had taken place.

2. MEASURED VERSUS PREDICTED TEMPERATURES IN THE BEAM

As described in (1) the surface of the asphalt beam has been

heated with the aid of four heaters rubber covered. These and

a sensor in the surface have been connected to a temperature

regulator which has been adjusted to give a sine shaped surface

temperature. The highest temperature has been 550 C and the

lowest 250 C which is the room temperature. The temperature in

the asphalt has been checked by thermistors at a few depths

below the unloaded mid section of the beam. These observations

have been made every hour during the entire test (2A hours).

Typical test results are shown below (broken lines). These are

the results of the beam from the test section A. The considerable

difference from the target value is due to heavy loss of heat at

the surface. In the appendix a theoretical model is derived

which is applicable at moderate temperature variations (straight

lines). Transient effects are here omitted. The heating started

at 10 a.m.
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Fig. 1 a. Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the

beam (1 6 a.m.).
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Fig. 1 b. Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the

beam (7-12 a.m.).
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Fig. 1 c. Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the

beam (1-6 p.m.). The heating started at 10 a.m.
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Fig. 1 d. Predicted and measured temperature profiles in the
beam (7-12 p.m.). The heating started at 10 a.m.
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3. EXHIBITED PERMANENT DEFORMATION

3.1. From the loading of the beams.

3.1.1 Description of the method used.

The beams from the wheel tracks were sawn intopieces of 80 cm

length and 12 cm width. A very thin layer at the bottom was re

moved. On one side of the beam a right angled check pattern was

painted. In the middle of the opposite side three small holes

along a vertical line were drilled.

The load test was performed as follows. The beam is placed on

a rubber plate of the same width. The long sides of the beam

are confined between smooth insulated box beams. They have

been supplied with holes for temperature sensors. The short

sides of the beam have been allowed to move but have also been

insulated. The surface of the asphalt beam is then warmed with

the aid of four heating elements pr thcted by rubber.

On the top of the heating elements a repeated dual line load has

been applied. The load area has a width of two times 21 cm with

an interspace of 10.5 cm and is loaded with 8.75 kN. The load is

applied according to a haversine pulse. The loading time is

mostly two seconds with an equally long rest period although

also the effect of shorter loading periods has been looked into.

The equipment used is MTS. The used loading implies a maxi

mum force of 20.8 kN/m which corresponds to an average pressure

of 0.17 MPa since the width of the beam is 12 cm. Normally the

displacement of the top surface is continously recorded but also

the appearance of the check pattern has been followed in the

latest experiment through a transparent box beam.

After the test the box beams are removed and the sample is

examined. A twin rut always appears but the size of it varies.

Both rut depths are measured.
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3.1.2 Measured results from the beams

Two tests were performed. In the first the time of loading was

two seconds with an equally long rest period. In the second test

the duration of each of those was one second. The second test

of the beam from section D was however conducted in a slightly

different way. It was loaded during around 0.2 seconds and free

from the external load during the remaining 1.8 seconds. Al-

though this choice was established in a purely arbitrary manner

it was hoped to give us some idea regarding the interrelation-

ship between the time of loading and the number of load appli

cations for the various constructions.

Test section A 

Fig. j. The beam before loading (Test 1)

  
Fig. 3. The beam after loading (Test 1)

Exhibited permanent deformation (mm) left right
rut rut

Test 1 (2 sec loading, 2 sec unloading,
21 600 cycles) 2 3

Test 2 (1 sec loading, 1 sec unloading,
MB 200 cycles) 2 h

Comments: The beam has shown very good resistance to repeated

loadings.
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Test section B

  

Fig.11. The beam before loading (Test 1)

 

Fig. 5. The beam after loading (Test 1)

Exhibited permanent deformation (mm) left right
rut rut

Test 1 (2 sec loading, 2 sec unloading,
21 600 cycles) 7 12

Test 2 (1 sec loading, 1 sec unloading,
#3 200 cycles) 9 11

Comments: Comparatively great deformation which has arisen to a

larger extent in the new wearing course and the rest above the

base course. Formation of cracks has appeared at the bottom of

the right half in both tests.
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Test section C

 

Fig. 6. The beam before loading (Test 1)

 

Fig. 7. The beam after loading (Test 1)

Exhibited permanent deformation (mm)

Test 1 (2 sec loading, 2 sec unloading,
21 600 cycles)

Test 2 (1 sec loading, 1 sec unloading,
MB 200 cycles)

left right

rut rut

8 7

Comments: Comparatively great deformation which has, to the
major part, occurred in the intermediate dense, soft asphalt
concretes. Excess of bitumen and slippage in the thin levelling

course. Smaller cracks have appeared at the bottom of the beam.
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Test section D

 

Fig. 8. The beam before loading (Test 1)

41-; GEESHA
.r~-_, Ynez}     

Eig. 9. The beam after loading (Test 1)

Exhibited permanent deformation (mm) left right
rut rut

Test 1 (2 sec loading, 2 sec unloading,
21 600 cycles) 15 26

Test 2 (0.2 sec loading, 1.8 sec unloading,
A3 200 cycles) 10 10

Comments: The strong deformation has, to the greatest part, taken

place in the Guss asphalt. In spite of the unusually short load-

ing pulse, chosen in test 2, this construction seems to be the
poorest. Cracks have also arisen in both the test.
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Test section E

 

'Fig.1O . The beam before loading (Test 1)

 

Fig.11 . The beam after loading (Test 1)

Exhibited permanent deformation (mm)
left right

rut rut

Test 1 (2 sec loading, 2 sec unloading,

21 600 cycles)
6 7

Test 2 (1 sec loading, 1 sec unloading,

M3 200 cycles)
6 7

Comments: Moderate deformations,
most of them have arisen in the

previously found unstable soft asphalt ooncretes just above the

base course.
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3.2 In the field.

As mentioned in the introduction, the permanent deformations of

the different test tracks are evaluated by means of a laser.

However, discrepancies have arisenbetween different times of

measurement which probably are due to movements of the reference

points. Only for test section D, the Gussasphalt overlay, has a

consistent picture been obtained. The new twin ruts are very

clearly visible (see the fig. beneath from June -82. The defor

mations are 2-3 mm).

  

304* deviation, mm

2.;
1.?

CW 3 ' 1'2 ' 113 ' 2 1. ' io ' 3:6 ' 412 ' WWW ,

Fig. 12. Cross profiles of section D obtained by an optical

method.
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During the autumn the same year new beams were sawn out of the

test sections. The subsequent photos are evidence that, in gene

general, very small permanent deformations have taken place.

However, even very small differences may be discernible if

viewed from the side at a small angle.

 

Fig. 13. A beam from test section A taken one year after the

maintenance operation.

 

Fig. 1h. A beam from test section B taken one year after the

maintenance operation.
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Fig. 15. A beam from test section C taken one year after the

maintenance Operation.

 

Fig. 16. A beam from test section D taken one year after the

maintenance Operation.
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Fig. 17. A beam from test section E taken one year after the

maintenance operation.
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At least it looks as if section C and D exhibit the greatest

deformations.

Problems with optical measurements have necessitated the use

of an independent method. A simple straight edge was therefore

used for the first time in July 83. The results are shown in

the following table.

  

Rut depth (mm)

 

 

Section left wheel track right wheel track remarks

A2 2 0.5

B2 2 2

C2 8 h 3 5 twin ruts in

each wheel

D2 8 S 5 5 track

E2 3 2 2

 

 

   

These results seem to be in fairly good agreement with the out

come from the loading of the beams in the laboratory.
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A. STRESS ANALYSIS ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF

LINEAR VISCOELASTICITY.

In the present chapter the intention is to show that the

loading of the beams under plane strain condition is justified

also from a theoretical point of view. In order to do this

the permanent deformation caused by a moving wheel on a

viscoelastic multilayered half space is studied. In the next

part the effect of certain time dependent loadings of the

corresponding half plane is evaluated. It is shown that two of

the loadings can be expected to produce exactly the same result

as the moving wheel. These loadings may also be given some

interesting physical interpretations. One of them also ought

to be arrangeable in practice. The remaining loadings create

deformations which deviate from the correct result. The deviations

are however small. One of these latter loadings may be considered

as representative for the loading in the laboratory.

It must be emphasized that the theoretical results presented

herein have been derived in a purely formal way. However use

has been made by (2 ), (3 ), (h ), (5 ) and (6 ). Of course

all the necessary conditions for the validity of the theory of

linear viscoelasticity must be fulfilled. This means for instance

that all the strains are assumed to be small. This is especially

crucial when the material in question behaves like a fluid (5 ),

as an asphalt concrete may do. Moreover isothermal conditions

are assumed.

A.1 Permanent deformation caused by a moving rotational

 

symmetric load on a layered construction.

 

V? a

 

 

 

 

       

   

  

      

v

 

 

Oz ('2

Fig. 18. The moving load (velocity v) and the coordinate system.
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Neglecting the body forces and the inertial forces due to the

motion the equations of equilibrium are (cylindrical coordinates)

 

 

  

 

801(r,2,t) + 3012mm) + 61(r,z,t) os<r,z,t> 2 0
Br 32 r

8012(rlz,t) + 302(rzzitl + 012(T,Z,t) : 0
Br 82 r

The condition of compatibility:

1
Y12(r,z,t) = 3%1342421- + ggiglgiil- where r = (x2 + u2)2

where t denotes the time and the indices 1 and 2 correspond

to the radial and the vertical directions respectively.

The constitutive equations (in this case the viscoelastic

stress-strain relationships) are:

 

t Bs..(r,z,t )
)0 1,1 2eij(r,z,t) F fJ(t t )at, dt and

t Bokk(r,z,t )
ekk(r,z,t) f fx(t t )at, dt in which the usual

cartesian tensor notation has been employed with Latin indices

having the range 1,2,3 and repeated indices imply the summation

convention. Through the connection between Riemann and Stieltjes

convolution (or simply by integrating the Dirac delta function

involved in the differential of the integrating functions sij(t)

and o k(t) at t = O) (5), (o) the last two equations can
k

also be written as:

t

e..(r,z,t) Josij(r,z,t).:£J1(t-t )sij(r,z,t )dt,
1J

and

t

skk(r,z,t) = Xeokk(r,z,t).+£x'(t t )Okk(r,z,t )dt

sij and eij are respectively the stress and strain deviators

defined by:

sij = oij 1/30kk6ij and eij = sij 1/3ekk6ij Where
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dij = O i i j and = 1 i = j ( kronecker's delta )

The eij are the strain components, related to the displacement

components by

Bu. Bu.
= l o o o o

eij %(5;3- +-§;i) and ekk 18 the dilatation. J(t) is the

creep compliance in shear, representing the strain response

of the material to a unit step function load, Where Jo is the

0,||
/\instantaneous ( elastic ) response and J'(t), zero for t

is positive for t > O and approaches zero as t + w for a solid

material which exhibits only finite creep. For a viscous fluid

however the creep function in shear has the form

J(t) = J1(t) + g - where J1(t) approaches a finite positive

asymptote for large values of time and n is the zero shear rate

viscosity defined by

00

n = 3£G(s)ds where G(t) is the relaxation function in shear.

Hence J'(t) for long loading times is equal to the constant

ga- . J1(t) is commonly represented by a finite spectrum of

retardation times, which can be considered as an approximation

to the more general continous spectrum, and in this form

N _ _°_
J1(t) = Jo{1 + Ejr(1 e Tr)} where Tr (r = 1,...,N) are

1

the discrete retardation times and

N

Jo{1 + Ejr} is the long time or equilibrium compliance.

1

x(t) is the compressibility or bulk compliance with similar

properties, though commonly the dilatation response is essentially

elastic, exhibiting no creep (in this case x(t) = xO for

t a 0 so that x'(t) = O for t > O and the integral term vanishes.

As an apprOpriate illustration to what has been stated above

the following may serve. Uniaxial static and repeated creep

tests on cores from asphalt pavements usually show creep curves

which more or less increase monotonically with time although

at a decaying rate. Thus they represent a fluid rather than

a solid. Also measurements of the VOIume changes of the specimens
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before, during and after the uniaxial creep test support the

assumption of essentially elastic compressibility. However

density measurements on cores taken from the wheel paths of

a pavement reveal that a certain postcompaction due to traffic

generally takes place.

By taking the Fourier transform with respect to the time of

the equations of equilibrium, the condition of compatibility

and the constitutive equations these relations reduce to

361(1 9241 ) + 8612(razaw) 61(rszsw) 63(razaw)

 

Br 32 + r O

3612(r z?w) +w + 6l2(raz:w) =0

Br 32 r

V12(r,Z,w) = ggialé al -+-%¥LEL§ £z

Jo (2w)5iw3<w)l 3(w)sij(r,z,w) where J(w)e.j(r,z,w)

~

Xo - (2w)%iwx(w)

>

E (r,z,w) = x(w)6 r,z,w) where x(w)
kk kk(

sij and eij are respectively the transformed stress and strain

deviators defined by

ij = oij - 1/30kk6ij and eij = eij - 1/3ekk6ij

To be consistent with common notation in elasticity a complex

modulus of elasticity, E(w), and-a complex poisSon's ratio,
A

v(w), can be defined as respectively

A

Ez xi z-a andvz T L
A

+ 2JX
>
c

1
;
>

From these relation we derive

 

A A - "2 A A A

1 ; v = J ; 1 A V =.1515535§
E E 2J + x

+ A . -(1 v2(1 2v) 2 J- 7§X 7 which we shall require later

E 2J + X
A

on. Of special interest is the evaluation of in(w) When w = O.
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E__
'2"

where the first term represents the behaviour of a viscoelastic

As stated before J(t) may be expressed as J(t) = J1(t) +

solid. Now

N t

J1(t) = Jb{1 + :jr(1 - e Tr )H(t), where H(t) is the Heaviside
1

step function, is in its differential form, 31(t), written
t

a .1 e7; .
(2W) {Jo5(t) - EJoJI ; } where 6(t) denotes the Dirac

1 r

delta function. This must beincorporated in order not to

lose the discontinuity in the creep response. The Fourier

transform of J1(t) then yields

A l ? ' mw °

J1(w) = (2n) éf3£(t)elwtdt = Jo + IJ1Ct)elwtdt =
. -°:" . 0

NJoJr(1 ler)
: J + Y :

0 L 1 + mZTZ

l r

1 NJOjr(1 inr)

= Jo + (2w)§imE 1 = Jo + (2n)
1(2w)2iw(1 + wzti)

~

in1(w).ID
I

J

 

The Fourier transform of g -H(t) is

l
2

_ (2%) i_' _ 1 ' . .
J2(w) -§ -{26(w) EEET } whereé (w) 18 the first

A

derivative of a generalized function. So J(w) can be

A 1 ~ ~

calculated as J(w) = Jo + (2w)2im{J1(w) + J2(w)} =

NJ 0 jr(1 _ inr) wiw i ' 1
Jo +X + - {§6(m) - } from which it

1 1 + mZT: n 2wa

 

 

is Obvious that in(w) evaluated at w = O is -1
2n

An entirely analogous procedure is valid for the compressibility

x(t).
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The transformed equations of equilibrium, condition of compati-

bility and constitutive relation now appear in the same form as

in linear elasticity. So the transformed stresses and displace

ments may be expressed by the aid of a stress function Q in the

following way (3).

52(r Z w): g {(2-;)V2@ --§i$
82 32

- _ a 2 32¢
012(razaw) - 5 {(1 V)}V @ SE7}

1

a (r z w) = E {szn 23%;1 az 3r

~ _ 3 A 2 _ 3CD
03(r,z,w) - SEJEVV (I) Tar}

(r Z ) _ 1 + V 32(1)

w ' N araz
E

~ 1 + A A 2 32(1)
W(I',Z,0L)) = A [2(1 - V)V (I) -

E

where ©(r,z,w) is a solution to V2V2©(r,z,w) = O.

The symbol V2 denotes the operation

Brz rBr r2362 322

Since the third term gives zero when applied to ©(r,z,w)

it can be deleted.

A stress function of the type mentioned must be assigned to all the

layers in a multilayered construction, i.e. layers with different

E and v or different viscoelastic properties. The constants are

determined by the boundary conditions. These are:

* The Fourier transformed normal pressure at the surface.

* The transformed shear stress at the surface.

* The transformed vertical stress must be equal on both sides

of an intersection, i.e. equilibrium must exist.

* w must also be the same on both sides.

* The same holds normally also for 512 and a if complete friction

between the layers is assumed. The conditions at the interfaces

are sometimes referred to as continuity conditions.
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For the lowest layer the constants A and C must be taken as zero

since the stresses and displacements must vanish at infinity.

This means that for a construction composed by n layers we

have h(n - 1) + 2 constants which should be determined by

2 + h(n - 1) equations. In practice'this means that the constants

are uniquely determined.

By assuming a solution to the biharmonic in the form ©p(r,z,w) =

R(r)Z(z) it can be shown to be

AZ -Az
©p(r,z,m) = {(A + Cz)e + (B + Dz)e }J0(Ar)

which is regular at the origin. J0(Ar) denotes as usual the

Bessel function of the first kind of zero order. Since there are

no other restrictions on A than that it must bereaL a general

sOlution, Q, is obtained by superposition. Hence

m AZ -Az©(r,z,m) = [{(A + Cz)e + (B + Dz)e }J0(Ar)dA
o

A,C,B and D depend generally on A and the transformed variable

w ( and v ).

By using this stress function in the expressions for the trans

formed stresses and displacements they will be represented as

integrals. For instance we will get

52(r,z,w) = f{(-AA2+CA-2vCA-CA22)eAZ+(BA2+DA 2vDA+DAzz)e AZ}AJ0(Ar)dA
0
oo

512(r,z,w) = f{(-AA-va-CAz)eAZ+(-BA+2vD-DAz)e AZ}(-AJ1(Ar))dA
0 "oo

W(r,Z,w) = l3::3f{( AA+2C th-sz)e) z+(-BA 2D+th sz)e"AZ}AJo(Ar)dx
E A000

_ 1+ v Az -Az
(r,z,w) -- : (AA+C+CAz)e +(-BA+D-DAz)e }AJ1(Ar)dA

E n

A rotational symmetric uniformly distributed normal pressure 00

, acting over a circle with the radius a and moving in

y direction with constant velocity v can be written as

l
I

02(X9Y:Oat) = " Vt (a2 X,2)2) - _ Vt + (a2 __ X2)§)}

(-aéxéa), where as usual H denotes the Heaviside step function

with the properties H(t) = 1 for teo and o for t<o
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Alternatively the vertical compression at the surface can be

written as

oo(x,y,0,t) = ooH(a - r) which in turn can be expressed as
oo

ooaf J1(Aa)Jo(Ar) dl where J1 and Jo as usual

0
02 (Xavysoat)

denotes the Bessel functions of first kind of order one and

zero respectively. This Hankel transform is equivalent to the

two dimensional Fourier transform

oooo

- _ .

BEE-J JillAEJ-e 1(CX + Eu) dcdg where A2=:;2+ g2 and
2n A

u = y - vt.

Moreover

012(x,y,0,t) = O

Fourier transformed with respect to time the following relations

yield

62(x,y,0,w) = - Eli T f I £l£§§l e l(cx + Eu) 5(w + Ev)dcd
2(2w) _m_m

and

612(X3y 09w) = 0

Before proceeding any further it might be advantageous to study

the solution for the homogeneous half space. As noted, for this

the constants A and C in the expressions for the stresses and

displacements must be taken to zero.
A

Now, 612 = 0 implies that BA = 2vD which in turn means that

62(r,0,w) = I DA2J0(Ar)dA

0

This integral can also be written as a two dimensional FOurier

transform or

0000

(210'1 I [ DAe-i(cx + gy) dgdg

oo oo

The constant D is now determined by comparing the two expressions

for 62(r,0,w).
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By the use of the inversion for the two dimensional Fourier

6(w + EV)°(2W)g

Similarly the transformed vertical displacement can be

expressed as a two dimensional Fouriertransform or

~

W(rszaw) =

 

_ 2 m m _ f - ,

2(1 A v ) I I De AZ 1(LX + Y) dgdg

Z - E _m_m

_ (1 + v)z f IDXe- AZ - i(CX + Y) dzdg
2 'E -m_m

For reasons that will bejustified later it is here convenient

to study

~ _ 3w(r,zzw)
82 - o

If the expression for D is used and if we for reason of symmetry

take into account that §2( x,w) = E2(x,w) we obtain

f\
)l

|

e+ i(w/v)y Z{C2 + (w/V)2}

 

cosCx dc

_ ooa(1 f V)Z1[2Jl{a{cz + (w/V)2}%}é+ i(w/V)Y

V E(2N)20
1

_ _ 2 . 2 E
e Z{C + (w/V) } COSCX d:

By inversion 82(r,z,t) is expressed as

_1{ _
2(r,z,t) = (2N) g] §2(r,z,w)e lwt dw
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From which it follows that

.00
.

1I 3::(razat) elwt dt = le2(I aZaw) (2W):

Now it is easily seen that the left hand side of this expression

is equal to the permanent vertical strain, 52p, if m is put
.L

equal to zero. Using the expression for E2(r,z,m) this means

that

00

PM lim iw(1+\:)(1- 2x3) J2J1(;a) £2
82 C e cosgx d; +

A

p V w+0 E
o

00

--g%§ lim lw<1 + V>Z f2J1(;a)e- EZ cosgx dg

 

A

w+O E
o

where the two integrals exist.

If we replace the elastic constants with functions of J(w)

and x(m), as derived earlier, and evaluate them at m = O

 

we get

82 =-9%gwl-.3§(O) A J giLSEQ-e EZ cosgx d; +

P 2J<o> +x(0) 0 C

v-gli vi I J1(;a)e_ £2 cosgx d;
V n

0

Hence the result is affected by the zero rate shear viscosity

and the ratio between the behaviour in shear and dilatation.

If, for instance 3§(w)/{23(m) + ;(w)} vanishes when the argument

w is zero, then the first term vanishes. In this case §(O) =

constant. From the identity 3 = (3 - §)/(§ + 23) it can be seen

that 6(0) = %. However, this does not necessarily mean that the

Poisson s ratio must remain identical to % during the entire

test. It only implies that the material behaves as a viscoelastic

body in dilatation and, consequently, has no permanent change in

volume long time after the test has been conducted. A purely
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incompressible material with x(t) = 0 is only a special case,

leading to the same result. Also, if £(O) = 0.223(0), then

3(0) = 0.35 which not with necessity implies that v(t) = 0.35

during the test. For a solid material we must, of course, have

an infinitely large value on n which implies that no permanent

deformation takes place.

Generally, however, X(t) may also show creep effects, different

from J(t), which influence on the permanent vertical strain and

its space distribution. Quite naturally we may expect a greater

influence from x(t) on a badly compacted material. This can

in fact have a twofold significance since the behaviour in

shear for an asphalt concrete is affected by the degree of

compaction (7 ),(8 ).

The integrals in the expressions for 82p exist. They can be

evaluated as

00 co

J1(Aa)Re {I- - - e- AW dA} resp. Re {J J1(Aa) e AWA dx}

0 o

where Re designates the real part, since the cosine factor

can be incorporated in the exponential term. It can be shown

that these integrals are convergent for Re(w)>a>0. ( By a

procedure calledanalytic continuation this range can in fact

be extended to Re(w)>0 for all real values on a ). The values

of the integrals are

 

and 1 resp.

where w= z + ix

The real part is calculated fairly easily and numerical values

are attainable with pocket calculators. So the permanent

vertical strain can be calculated as function of the speed v,

the load goa,and the inverse rate of increase of the creep

function at long loading times, n. The latter is of course

dependent of the temperature. For illustrative purposes
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consider the following two examples.

.A material with v(0) = %,

 

   

EX.1. subjected to a single load

passage withoo = 0.6 MPa, a = 0.105 m, v = 20 km/h

at the temperatures of 0°C, 20°C and MOOC. Assume that

the corresponding n values are 9.81-1012 Ns/mz, 1.23'1012

Ns/m2 and 3.27°1Oll Ns/mz.

X20 -9

1 2 3 lo 5 6 7 8 9 1p -10 821,

5 1

10 -

15

20

25 -

30 *
0°C 20°C 40°C

2 W

dep wcm

Fig. 19. Permanent vertical strain with no change of volume.

These results are similar to those obtained by Battiato

and Verga with the aid of a computer program called

Pavis 3 which is short for Pavement Viscoelasticity

three layers. Since the two supporting layers are

elastic the permanent vertical deformation is zero at

the bottom of the viscoelastic layer. This makes it

possible to calculate the rut depth by integrating

the permanent vertical strain over the viscoelastic

layer thickness. For the semi infinite viscoelastic

layer the corresponding integral diverges and this was

the reason for studying the transformed vertical strain

instead of the transformed vertical deformation.

According to the analysis presented here the permanent

deformation is inversively prOportional to the velocity.

This is in order with the results shown by Battiato and

Verga(9),
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10~

15~

ZOi

Fig. 20. Permanent vertical strain

25-'

As above but with the assumption that the material

undergoes a permanent change in volume eQual to v(O) = .35

considered as representative for asphalt mixes, then

0 .22J( o).
A

x(0) =

for the three cases.

We will then get the following results

Jl

/
9 1 0 11 1; 113 114 15 19-1695?

F r\  

 

demh cm

including a change of volume.

The shadowed parts show the increase due to compression.

If we have had a supporting elastic layer the permanent

deformation could have been obtained by integration.

Obviously the assumptions made eXpressed by a $(o) value

of 0.35 would have a significant effect on the calculated

rut depth. However some recently published work using

triaxial apparatus on asphalt mixes (8 ), suggests that

permanent deformation takes place without any substantial

change in volume. So the adoption of a constant Poisson s

ratio of 0.5 has been recommended. Nevertheless it is

clear that the incompressibility can be attained in two

ways. One of them is to increase the bitumen content in

the mixture. The other is to increase the degree of

compaction. In both the cases the resulting void content

can be as low as possible or around one percent by volume.

The two ways willhowever create different response in

shear so that different creep curves will appear. This

statement is supported by (8 )
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The other transformed displacements can be studied in the same

manner. For instance by putting A and C equal to zero and BA

equal to 2vD in the expression for u(r,z,m) we get
A

(r,z,w) = (1 + Y)(1 2v) f De_ AZ AJ1(Ar) dl

oE
A

-£l i¥31§ f DAe AZ AJ1(Ar) dxA

E o

 

00

If we denote the components in respectively x- and y- direction

with x and y we obtain ( see fig. 21 ).

 

 

n :
2 E? U
N E c, {xu = u(r,z,w)sin 6

u = (r,z,w)cos 6 u(r,z,w)4%

By differentiating both sides of the identity

03

f:f(A)Jo(Ar) d1 = f e i;X d; f f()\)e_igy dg . (2n)
0 m m

-l

1
where A = (C2 + £2)2 with respect to x and y and applying

the results to, in turn, x and y with the expression for

D substituted we get

00
A

u = (1 + V) 1 2;)Ooa[iCeiCx J1{a{C2+(w/v)2§%}é z{;2+(m/v)2}<
X (2 )% E V {:2+<w/v>2}%

M
A

+iwy/V

  

dc

_ (1 + Zooaz [iceiCX J1{a{:2+(w/v)2}%}e-z{c2+(w/v)2}% +iwy/Vd;
(2n)%iE V; C2+(w/v)2

w

 

For the same reasons as before it is convenient to study
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the transformed.horizontal strain

Bu

 

Ex = 5;§-. We get

x = (1 + $3<1 e 2;)03a f2§2J1{a{;2+(w/v)é}3le z g¥(w/v)2}% +iwy/vSingxdc

(2w)%E {(c2+(w/v)2}2

singxdc_ <1 + $>zooa J2c2J1{a{c2+(w/v)2}%} e-z{;2+<m/v)2}%+iwy/v
(2n)%E V 122+(w/v)2

Now, as previously for EZ,

7 as (r,z,t)
. ~ . i _ X Aiwt
1wsx(r,z,w) (2n) - J at c dt

where the right hand side is equal to the permanent horizontal

strain, exp, in the cross direction of the road provided that

w is put equalto zero. Thus

00
A

 

8 _ ooa°3¥(0) A J Jléca) e" :2 sinCX dc
"P V 2J(0) + x(0) o

_ Oan CZ .
vn JJl(Ca)e SinCX d:

o

A A

where the transformed elastic constants E and v have been

replaced by the two independent isotrOpic creep functions

in shear, J, resp. in dilatation,x. The integrals can easily

be evaluated as

 

dA
Im {J J1(Aa) e- kw dA Aw

0

x: resp. Im {I J1(Xa)e

o

Hwhere " Im stands for " the imaginary part of ".

For y we get similarly
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oo

iweiCXJl{a{C2+(w/v)2}%}e-Z{§2+(w/V)2}%+ti/Vdc
3

V {C2+(w/V)2}2

= 01 + §)(1 - 2§)ooa I
y (2n)% V do

imeiCXJ1{a{c2+(w/v)2}%} e-Z{C2+(w/V)2}% +i Y/Vd;v .
_(1+: )O 08.Zf

(2N)%E _m C2+(w/v)2

which reduces to

A A w 2 2 2 '

u _ (1 + v)(1 - 2v)203a Jin1{a{C2+(w/ )2 }e_Z{C +(w/v) } +le/VcosCXdC
V }i

V 0 V {c2+(w/v)2}2y _ (2 )%é

_ (1 + 3)260az Jin1{a{C?+(w/v)2}

(2 )%E V V c2+(w/v)2

%} -z{cz+(w/v)2}%* wy/V
e coscxdg

Finally, the permanent horizontal displacement along the road,

 

u is calculated as
9

Su (r,z,t) .
u - lim [Sty elmt dt =

yp w+0

oo 2 2 -
Goa-3x(0) lim {in1{a{C2+(w/v)2}i}e_2{:2+(w/V) } 2:1wy/Vcoscxdg
V 2J(o) + x(o) wéo 0 V {C2+(w/v)2}2

 

(X) 2 2 g .

_23§§_lim Jinlia{§2+(w/V)2}%}e Z{C +(w/v) } +iwy/v
cosgxdc

Vn w+0 o C2+(w/v)2

which is identical to zero. This means that the whole permanent

deformation takes place in a plane perpendicular to the road

direction.

Returning to a multilayered construction the general stress

function involving four constants must be used. Consider, for

simplicity, a two layer system. The constants in the stress

function for the top most layer may be taken as A, C, B and D

whereas we, as previously noted, have only two, B2 and D2 , for
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the supporting half space. These are determined by the following

six equations (see fig. 22 ).

z=-h 621=Trz=0
I

 

2:0 5 =5 T =T . W =W =Zl Z29 1.21 1.22172 1 29 l 2

Fig. 22

By the use of the expressions for the transformed stresses and

strains the following equations arise

at z = O

6 =6 + A>.3+CA2 2ch2+BA3+m2 2v1m2 = B2A3+D2A2 2VZD2A2
Zl Z2 1

f "f + A)\2 2vCA-B>\2+2v1DA = B2A2+2\92D2A

  

I'Zl I'Zz 1

w1=w2+1fvl { sz BA2+2(1 2u)(CA 2m)} = lév H-Bzxz-uM mzmzx}
Elx A E2

1= 2+'l;2i{AA+C BK+D} = 1ivzi B2K+D2}

E1 E2

at z = 4h

~ A
Trz=o + (AA+C CAh)e h (BX D-Dlh)e)\h = 0

J A
6 = normal pressure +-- 932441-22-
Zl A

-Ah+(BA2+DA-2vDA Dlzh)exh= ("AA2+Cl-2vCA+CA2h)e 11

From these expressions it is possible to determine the constants.

If the lowest layer acts as a viscoelastic body the permanent

deformation is zero at the interface, However9 the magnitude

of it in the top layer is dependent on the stiffness of the

supporting layer.
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h.2 Permanent deformation caused by certain time dependent

loadings under plane strain condition.

Consider a half plane consisting of strips placed upon each other

symmetrically loaded (see fig. 23)

M PM)

 

rZ

Fig. 23

Neglecting the body forces and the inertial forces due to the

motion the equations of equilibrium are

301(Xazat) + 3T12(X9Z9t) _ Oa _
ax z

 

302(X2Z2t) + 8112(x,z,t)
32 3x

The condition of compatibility is

3V(X,z,t) + 3W(X2Z2t)Y12<x,z,t> = 32 3X

Assuming that the layers are homogenous and isotropic the

Viscoelastic stress- strain relationships are

t asi.(r)
eij(t) f-£J(t - T) §? l- dT and

t 80 (T)
kk(t) 7- fx(t - T)§;1§k - dr 9

_oo

in which the usual cartesian notation is employed with latin

indices having the range 1,2,3 and repeated indices imply the

summation convention.

Denoting a Fourier transformed variable with the bar ", these

relation reduce to
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351(X1Z2w) + 8t12(x,z,w) = 0
3X 32

862(X,z,w) + 3T12(X:Z:w) = o
32 3X

v12(x,z,w) = lislélgl +_§EL§L§££1
82 8X

elj(w) = 3(w)sij(w) where 3(w) = Jo (2w)%iw3(w)

a (w) = £(w)a (m) where £(w) = XO (2w)%iw2(w)

If 3(w) and £(w) are interpreted as in the previous part i.e.

representing the behaviour of the material in shear resp.

dilatation the problem is reduced to the corresponding elastic

one. In this case the transformed stresses and displacements

can be expressed by the aid of a stress function ®. We have

2
~ _ 8 ©
02(X9Z9w) _ 5;?

~ _ 32¢
01(X,Z,w) - 757:2

~ _ 82¢
T12(X9Z9w) - - BXBZ

~ _ 1 v2 32¢ v 32¢ _ av
82(X9Z9w) - A (8X2 A BZT) 6 2.

E 1 v

N _ 1 v2 32¢ v 32¢ _ as
81(X3Zaw) A "_ ( 32 A 3X4 ) 6';

E 1 - v

where ®(X,z,w) is a solution to the biharmonic in two
. . . 8

dimenSions 1.e. VZVZQ = 0 where V2 = + B---
8X &y

The general solution can be obtained as in the previous

chapter or

00

f{(A + Cz)eAZ
0

+ (B + Dz)e_AZ}cosKX dk6* ll
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AZ+(B>\2+Dlzz)e_)\z}cos}\x dkf{(AA2+CA2z)e

oo0

f{(AA2+2CA+CAZZ)exz+(BA2 2DA+DAZZ)e_AZ}cosAX ax
0

52(Xazaw)

a 1(X9Z9m)

 

T12(X,z,w) = f{(*AK2+CA CA2Z)eAZ+(BA2 DA+DKZZ)e AZ}Slan dA

o
_ 2 w _

V(X,z,w) = 1AV f{( AA+C-CAZ)eAZ+(BA+D+DAz)e AZ}cos}\x dA

E o

- 21;:22 f{(AA+C+CAZ)eAZ+ (-BA+D-DAZ)e Az}coskx dk

E 0

~ 1-A2m AZ Az .
u(x,z,w) = -: -f{(-AA 2C-CAz)e +(BA-2D+Dkz)e }s1nAX dA

E o

A A

+- Y£-l:1-)l f{(-AA CAZ)eAZ+(BA+DAz)e_AZ}sinAX dAA

E o

A stress function of the type used must be assigned all the

strips i.e. with different constants and different 6 and E.

The constants are determined from the boundary conditions.

These are the two dimensional analogues to those mentioned

in the preceeding part. So for n strips we have h(n-1) + 2

constants which shall be determined from the same number of

equations.

One of the boundary conditions is the normal pressure at the

surface. In the following,four different, symmetric,

time dependent loadings are considered:

 

1- 02(X,O,t) = {H(t+a/v) H(t-a/V)}H(a-lxl ), gives
gaz XZ) _

62(x,0,w) = - poa 1 Sln;::;:) (a |Xl)v(a2_X2)2(2 )

po{H(t+a/v) H(t a/V)}H(a lxl), or transformed2- 02(X909t)

2poa sin(aw/v)
V' gaw/V

(2H)

3. 02(X,O,t) = --§2(a2 X2)%{H(t+a/v)-H(t-a/v)}H(a-|xl),i.e.

 

62(X903w) : _ H(a-IX|)
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62(X,O,w) = -;%1-(a2 X2)%-§£E£§%§§l-H(a-le)

u. 02(x,0,t) = po{H{t+ (az X2)%}-H{t- gaz xz nma lxpm

_ 2m sing); (az-xz mm le)
w(2 )

62(X309w)

The second boundary condition at the surface is, as before, zero

shear stress.

In order to faciliate comparisons with the effect of the moving

rotational symmetric loading in the preceeding section we at

first study thehomogeneous half plane. For this the constants

A and C do not enter into the solution.

The expression for the vertical compressive stress at the surface

yields

62(X,O,w) = - fBlzcosAX dl
o

The absence of shear forces at the surface implies that D = Bl.

So the transformed vertical displacement is

A

2&172 l-kae > Zcoskx dA+ £1gylE-IBAZe AZcosXX dl

E o E 0

V(X,Z,w) =

and the horizontal

 

(X,Z,w) = - (1+v2(1_2v) IBKe-AZSinXX dK+ ilgylé fBXze Azsinkx dA

E o E 0

In the future we shall need the corresponding strains. These are

- (1+VZ(1_2V) fBAze Azcoskx d}\--( l:|. -22'a fBAge AZCOSXXdA

 

E1(staw) =

E o E 0

and

§2(X,z,w) = - (1+v2(1 2v) IBAZe Azcoskx dA -Ll;yl§ fBAse-Azcoskxdk

E o E o
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In a precisely analogeous manner as for the rotational symmetric

loading, the permanent strains are derived as

- 3¥(O) A IB(O)A2e_AZcoslx dA L -IB(O)13
l A

ZP 2J(O)+X(O) o o
ZcosAx dA

 

and the same for exp with exception for the sign of the last

term. Note that the transformed elastic constants appear in the

same manner as in the preceeding section! B(w) is determined by

the normal pressure at the surface, which differs in the four

cases mentioned. By the use of the Fourier cosine inversion

theorem we obtain

 

1. Biz = 2p°a - Sl?(aw/V) J (Aa) and so
v (2 ): am/v o

82 = - -§% 4 § )§£ Ql 7 -Re {IJ (Aa)e Kwdl} -

p 2J(O)+X(O) 0 °

2 m _
-¥g%% E-Re {IXJ (Aa)e AWdA where w = z + ix

0 o

and Re designates the real part. The integrals are easily

evaluated as

_ _ 3
(a2 + w2) resp. w(a2 + wz) 2 (Re w > O)h.

)c
h

To get a picture of the effect of this loading consider

ex.1 caused by the moving rotational symmetric load and put

po equal to 00. Then the permanent vertical strain under

the load is as follows (see the next fig.). The appearance

and magnitude are similar although there are differences.

Maximum occurs at a lower level. This kind of loading

creates a constant undetermined deflection under the load.

(3 ), (10), (11).
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10 d /z
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20 "' /'

25d /

 

\30 -

J O C 20 C l+O°C (movmg load) 40C
2
dep 1cm

 

Fig. 2h. Permanent vertical strain developed by a block

indentation under plane strain conditions. Comparisons

can be made with the result produced by a moving

load on the corresponding half space.
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2. 3A2 = h ga- Sl:(::<v)51nxa which lends to
(2 ) V

e = ppoa 3X(O) sinl(a+x) + sinl(a-X) AZ dA
zp wvn A A A e2J(O) + x(0)

_ gs [{Sinum) + sinMa xne dx
0

ma; 2 a:a:°z a 9
5

\\\\

\
l

10
//

15~ //
//

20"
//

//

25- //
/

30 o o {a 0
0C 20C 40C 40C

2 1r hovmgload)
depth cm

Fig. 25. Permanent vertical strain developed by a uniformly

distributed normal pressure under plane strain con

ditions. Comparisons can be made with the result

produced by the moving loadon the corresponding

half space
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B12 =zpoa sin(am/v) J1(Aa)
v % am/v X and consequently

(2N)

=_pg§=3X(0) J1(Aa) e lz

ZP V 23(0) + §(o) i A
cosAx dA

00

- E£ -JJ1(Aa)e cosxx dA
vn

o

This is exactly the same result as caused by the moving

rotational symmetric loading on the viscoelastic half space.

The same accounts for exp. The loading may be considered

" compressed " wheel pressure distribution withtheas a

duration 2a/v. Since it may be difficult to arrange this

form in practice a fourth alternative is considered.

2Poa;Ji{a{l2+(w/v)2}%}Blz = 1
V (211% mam/VF}?

which

with w = 0 also gives the desired expression for exp as well

as for ezp. As seen this type of loading can be thought as

the line pressure of a moving chord over a uniformly loaded

circle.

The effect of a dual line load is in all the cases accounted for

by simple superposition. The correspondence between the moving

load and the mentioned time dependent loading under plane strain

condition can be extended to multilayered constructions. This

can be seen from the governing equationswhich result from the

boundary conditions in the two cases. The assumption of isother

mal condition often does not comply with practice. However, by

using appropriate creep functions for the various layers this

inconvenience may be overcome. The true anisotropic behaviour

of asphalt concrete has not been treated. However, it is believed

that the mentioned correspondence will exist if the properties

of the material are the same in any horizontal direction.

Finally, asphalt material may often be considered as a nonlinear

viscoelastic material which has not been covered by the analysis.

Also the limited size of the beam has not been taken into account

(12).
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h.3 The loading of the beams treated with a finite element

method.

Solutions derived by the use of FEM technique (13). (see fig. 26)-

    

  

 

 

 

   

     

 

Q1 $25. 21.0 15.75

h kN

E l
N 1 " 4 l y

2 beam of 2 aSphal'r

' / la ers$2 mp n+ é Y

width 12 CM

/

/

K} tuber plate

u

m

N .

Fig. 26 , rough rigid support

Half of the system has been treated due to the symmetry. As

can be seen only vertical movementtakes place at the central

plane X=O and none at all at Y = O. The asphalt beam has been

divided into three or four horizontal layers and the rubber

plate into two. Each layer has been given apprOpriate values

on the elastic modulus (E) and Poisson's ratio (v). For the

asphalt layers these have been determined by the time of loading,

the temperature and the composition. The loading at the surface

has been an indentation rather than an uniform one. This has

been accounted for by the use of a steel element at the surface

upon which the total load acts. This has been h.38 kN. The

distances between the plates of loading as well as their sizes

have been adjusted to the one used in the BISAR program. With

four asphaltlayers the number ofelements has been 52. 68 nodal
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points i.e. 136 degrees of freedom mean 112 real degrees of

freedom since no movements take place at the bottom and only

vertical at the central line. The corresponding figures for

three asphalt layers are uh, 59, 118, 95.

The different layers have beentreated as linear elastic and

loaded under plane strain conditions. This was necessary since

the program used did not so far incorporate viscoelastic be

haviour. The apprOpriate value for the elastic modulus for each

layer (Smix) has been calculated with the aid of the volumetric

composition of each layer (the C-value) and the stiffness of

the bitumen (Sbit). This in turn has been derived from Van der

Poels diagram. The temperature used for a certain layer has

been an average temperature for the same level whenthe tempera

ture in the top layer has been highest. The procedure for the

calculations of the stiffnesses are outlined in reference (1).

The Poisson s ratio has been assigned the value 0.35 which is

considered as normal for bituminous pavements. The elastic

moduli and Poisson s ratio for the rubber support have been

taken to DO MPa and 0.35 reSpectively. The calculated vertical

displacement is shown below for each cross section.
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HAb 12T B = 5.5%

BV = 13.0% H = 5.5%
35 131 3

  

HAb 126 B = 6.0% 0 Due, 32 133 3
B 13.0% H = 8.0% M

V

BG B = 11.5%

10.9% H = 2.1%
27 100 5

BV

 

 

 

Rdbber plate <:%> E = no MPa 50

v = 0.35 

 

szzaanvzzazuzvzuazJ

FiP- 27. Calculated vertical displacement

according to FEM. Section A.
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Iype of pavement

HAb16T B = 5.6%

B =13.5% H = h.2%
V

HAb 16T B = 5.9%

B =13.7% H = 2.7%
V

MAb12T B = 7.3%

B = 16.8% H = 2.3%
V

BG B = h.5%

B = 10.9% H = 2.1%V

Rubber plate

Fig. 28.

M6

   

 

 

1 4.38KN

E: ( C) (MPa) (Cm)
0.129 0.100
\l/y/

35 116 11

0.124 0-H .

I ng| 0398 32 133 3

MI 27 11+ 2

l _

26 100 5

0.103 0.083

___l_/ -

<> E = ho MPa 50

v = 0.35

   

Calculated vertical displacement

according to FEM. Section B.
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E [22222222]

IVMpamn: 0.140 0.121

M
HAb 16T B = 5.9% [ms 0,117
B = 13.7% H = 2.7% k ip vfa L//////

v . l
Mb 12']? B = 7.3% 'M
B = 16.8% H = 2.3%
V

BG B = h.5% an

BV = 10.9% H = 2.1% DJ03 '

.12/

Rubber plate <%:>

   

 

32

27

MPa

116

100

= MO MPa

Fig. 29. Calculated vertical displacement

according to FEM. Section C.
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Fig. 30. Calculated vertical displacement

according to FEM. Section D.
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l . '
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Jri/
l'
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Wt

Fig, 31, Calculated vertical displacement

according to FEM. Section E.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The results achieved by the finite element method and according

to linear elasticity under plane strain condition are not in

complete agreement with the results from the loading test in

the laboratory. Apart from the low values the least degree

of rutting appears to exist for section A followed by B, C, D

and E. In the laboratory the corresponding order is A, E, C, B

and D. However, the very poor result for E in comparision to B

must be attributed to the stiffness values used for the new

wearing courses. If more reliable stiffness values for all the

layers based upon the creep results had been employed the order

between B and E would have been altered. That C ought to show less

rutting than B follows from the same reason plus the increased

thickness of the material sensitive to the same high creep. The

comparative stiff, though thin, overlay on section E reduces the

creep effect on the underlaying more sensitive courses which

ought to produce a more favourable result for E than for C.

That A is better than E, also in the laboratory test, can only

be explained by the absence of high creep sensitive material

since theconstructionshave almost the same thicknesses. The

comparison between B and D finally will put B before D due to

the relatively bad creep behaviour of the Gussasphalt.

The last measurements on the road have given the ranking order

A, B, E, C and D. The rut depths are however very small, for

the three first mentioned, around 2 3 mm. Besides the figures

previously given for C might be a little too high considering

reported slight uneveness from the very beginning.

The existing deviation between the ranking order from the labora

tory and from the road mainly concerns section B. The most

obvious eXplanation is the loading condition in the lab which

certainly has accelerated the rut formations. The loading time

for each loading is far too high. This can very well be seen

from the considerations in section four. Assume, for instance

that the normal loading on the road exhibits the following
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characteristics: contact pressure 0.6 MPa, equivalent radius

of loaded area 0.105 m and a velocity of 90 km/h. Then the

normal loading in the laboratory with the pressure 0.17 MPa and

the width 0.21 m and the loading time two seconds has the same

influence as around 70 heavy axles. 21600 loadings in the

laboratory then correspond to about 1.8 million heavy axles.

The actual traffic flow on the road is for the present 2500

8 tons standard axles per day in the slow lane. During a summer

for around four months the total amount of heavy axles is

300 000. This means that the loadings used in the laboratory

corresponds to, say four to eight years of traffic!

The last measurements were made when only two years had

elapsed. So if we multiply the measured values on the road

by three we should get permanent deformations of the same

magnitude as in the laboratory. This also seems to be accurate

for all sections but section C. However, as mentioned, the

measured rut depth during the last year is here probably

exaggerated.

In this context it is important to study the effect of the

duration of the load pulse. For the beams A, B, C and E

approximately the same permanent deformations were obtained for

one second as for two seconds provided that twice as many

loadings were applied during the 2M hour period. This is in

order with theory if no dependence upon the number of load

applications is incorporated into the zero rate shear viscosity.

It appears as if it is the total time of loading which is

decisive. This is consistent with findings of Brown and Snaith

(1h) using the repeated load triaxial test. Their results

indicate that frequency of loading between 1 and 10 Hz do not

affect the relationship between permanent strain and time.

However, the results found here are connected to special

compositions and to rather lenghy loadings and no general

conclusions can be drawn. The beam with the mastic (Gussasphalt)

for instance was loaded at approximately two tenths of a second
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(the shortest possible with the equipment used) and two seconds

reSpectively. The number of load applications were h3200 and

21600 respectively. The test with the shorter pulse gave two

thirds of the permanent deformation recorded under normal

condition whereas one fifth could have been eXpected. However

it was hard to keep the short pulse time during the test which

together with assumed rheological prOperties of the mastic may

have contributed to the deviations. Brown (15) as well as

Huschek (8) have also found that the permanent deformation can

decrease as well as increase with the number of load applications.

A linear relationship can only be considered as a special case.

As already noted the Spatial distribution of the permanent

deformation in the laboratory test cannot have been exactly the

same as on the road. However, the differences appear to have

minor significance. It is however important that the loading

conditions, at least in theory, could be changed so that a

closer agreement can be expected. The comparatively low modulus

of elasticity for the rubber support must alsohave had an

influence upon the deformations recorded, although unknown.

More essential, however, is that varying moduli of elasticity

corresponding to actual cases can easily be arranged in practice.

Up to now the behaviour of the asphalt layers has been regarded

as linear viscoelastic. This is a fair approximation only under

certain circumstances. Papazian (16) for instance, using

repeated uniaxial compression tests, observed the highest load

amplitude associated with linear behaviour. It was 0.23 MPa at

500 and 0.03 MPa at hOOC. This corresponds to strains of about

10 h. Similar conclusions can be drawn from a number of paper

(17) (20) shown at Ann Arbor in 1967. In the frequency range

1 1h Hz and up to MOOC the highest load amplitude was found to

be 0.5 MPa. The limit of the linear range of the strains was

here 0.7 ' 10 h. An alternating tensile compression test (21)

gave the limit 0.h - 10 h. These figures justify the approximation

of linear viscoelastic reSponse to each loading of the beam.
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Finally, the results achieved bythe finite element method and

according to linear elasticity under plane strain conditions,

are not in complete agreement with the results from the loading

test in the laboratory. A better correspondence could have been

expected if more reliable stiffness values of all the layers

based upon the creep results had been employed.
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7 APPENDIX

The temperature distribution in the beam. Analytical

solution under someE nm ifyingassumptions.

Consider the insulated beam of asphalt concrete as a. half plane

subjected to a prescribed surface temperature varying with time.

In other words the one dimensional diffusion equation

2
%%£§132.= kgégiéiil , where u(x,t) denotes the temperature

at the point X at the time t, shall be solved for X > O. k designates

the thermal diffusivity of the mix which is assumed to be constant.

Initial condition: u(x,0) = no (constant)

boundary condition: u(O,t) = uo + gp{cos(wt - a) + 1}, where

To, w and a are constants. Also u(x,t) must be limited.

The Laplace transformed diffusion equation yields:
32 (x s) . .

- u(x,0) + s (x,s) = 5§7 -J - With the solution

(x,s) = %£- + C(s)e- X¢E where C is independent of x. Now, C is

determined from the boundary condition. The transformed boundary

condition is:

_ u0 I0 IDS Tow .
__ ._ + . ..-( ,S) - + 2 )COSCX. + 7) SlI lCX

which obviously must be equal to E3-+ C(s).

Hence

~ :29. 10.1... S w ' X}/s_u(x,s) S + 2 (S EprjfZFfCOSQ + Ej*: EZ Sina)e k

But, if L 1 denotes the inverse Laplace transform

oo

-1 se X E- - x¢9 /w 1 ut udu
L (E7 : 6y ) = e 2k cos(wt - X EE') - E Je SlnX E"E2 : Ez

0

and so

e_ X/% It; se- XE1 _ 1 , =L (W) JL <W»S+T)d f
O
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_X °°
_ e 2k . ___ l_ ut . __ &u
- -7K s1n(wt X/gk) + W {e s1nX/: Ez I EQ

where the order of integration has been changed in the last term
( see also (1h)side 113 and side 33h ). Hence the solution may be
written as

To -¢£-T_0 X _ 2k _ }/(i)_ ._U.(X,t) - 110 + 2 erfc( EVK t ) + 2 e COS((U t X 2k 0!.)

To ut . __ udu
EE-cosa [e SlnX/: e 17 Ez +

To . - ut . Vu du
+ _2N w81naie s1nX ] 52 : 52 -

where the last two terms tend to zero with time.
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